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Most of the time, when someone starts their React or React
Native work in Node.JS, they want to do their work in a

separate project and build it manually using the same tool
they are using for their existing code. It's usually necessary
to have a tool that can split your main code or framework

(or the React Native code) and bring it to another project in
one go. In this tutorial, I will show you how you can build

an Angular application in Node.JS with Docker. This means
you should have the existing Angular project as one Docker

image, as well as a container that will run the Angular
application. Introduction Let's say you have a web

application called webapp. You want to host it in your
company's server and have another thing running in your
server to deliver content to it. Normally, you would do it
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with Nginx and PHP. This is not the only way. You can use
Node.JS for that as well. If you create a Docker image for
your application, you can deploy it to a container hosting
server, without a single line of Node.JS code. All you need
is a Dockerfile that will create your application and link it
together with Nginx or any other web server, or a similar

Node.JS web server. In this article, I'll show you how to do it
step-by-step. Installing Docker You can follow the

installation instructions from the official website. I'll
provide a more detailed description of how to install

Docker on macOS. Create a project I assume you already
have an existing Angular web application project. Now,

create a new folder to keep it separate from the rest of the
application. mkdir angular-boilerplatecd angular-boilerplate
Files In this folder, you will add the Angular application files
we want to use as an example. angular.json In this file, you

should add the directory path for your node_modules
folder. "node_modules": { "my-node-package":

"../node_modules/my-node-package" } Dockerfile The
Dockerfile describes the details of the container. Add the

directory path for your package.json in the entrypoint
block. It should be a relative path to your project.

WORKDIR /usr/app ENTRYPOINT ["npm","start"] # Run
app.js as the main CMD ["node",
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